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It is widely assumed that during their first year of life, infants start to store word-forms using 

statistical learning. A straightforward consequence of this assumption is that besides real 

words, infants’ recognition ‘lexicons’ should contain a large number of non-words, consisting 

of mis-segmented but frequently occurring sound sequences. We offer experimental evidence 

for the existence of such a pseudo-lexicon in 11 month-old French infants, who recognize 

familiar disyllabic word-forms (Hallé & de Boisson-Bardies, 1994) while they are not yet 

capable of segmenting disyllables out of continuous speech (Nazzi et al., 2006). We ran three 

preferential looking experiments, including 16 infants each, with a visual fixation procedure. 

We found that infants indeed recognize frequently occurring sound sequences and that among 

those sequences they do not distinguish between words and non-words. 

 

Using a corpus of speech addressed to infants under 2 years old, containing over 285,000 

word tokens, we implemented a simple algorithm that extracts n-grams. In Experiment 1, 

infants were presented with lists of high- vs. low-frequency n-grams (see Table 1). All n-

grams were phonotactically legal, but none of them were real words or phrases. Each infant 

heard six lists of each type. Each list contained a randomization of 12 n-grams. High- and 

low-frequency n-grams were matched pair-wise in syllable structure and did not differ in their 

mean bigram frequency. Infants listened longer to high-frequency n-grams than to low-

frequency ones (see Figure 1; t(15) = 3.0; p < 0.01). In Experiment 2, another group of infants 

listened to high-frequency n-grams of a somewhat lower frequency range vs. matched low-

frequency n-grams. They did not have a preference for either of the list types (t(15) < 1). In 

Experiment 3, a final group of infants listened to high-frequency n-grams (the same as in 

Experiment 1) vs. high-frequency real words (the ones that 11-month-olds were shown to 

recognize in Hallé & de Boysson-Bardies (1994)), which did not differ in their mean 

frequency. No difference in listening time was found (t(15) < 1). 

 

Together, these experiments show that before mastering word segmentation, French-learning 

infants build a rough approximation of a lexicon, by clustering the most highly frequent sound 

sequences. Our results allow us to assess the psychological plausibility of competing 

clustering algorithms. Specifically, they are more in accordance with an algorithm based on 

the transitional probabilities of syllables (as in Saffran et al., 1996), than with a more 

sophisticated algorithm relying on the mutual information of syllables (akin to the one used in 

Swingley, 2005); indeed, the former but not the latter is more likely to extract the high-

frequency speech sequences used in Experiment 1. Thus, infants appear to follow a relatively 

simple strategy to extract potential word-forms from continuous speech. In line with these 

observations, we estimate that their pseudo-lexicon should contain between 1500 and 3000 

forms, only 20 to 25% of which are real words. We discuss consequences of the early 

construction of a pseudo-lexicon for models of early language acquisition, specifically with 

regard to the interaction of phonological and lexical acquisition. 

 



 
Figure 1. Mean looking times per condition in Exp. 1-3. 
 

 

Experiment 1  Experiment 2 Experiment 3 

Frequent (top 0.5%) Infrequent Frequent (top 0.5–1%) Infrequent Words 

[pasy]  [sypa]  [talœ]  [tla]  [bonm] ‘bonhomme’  

[vεpa]  [vapε]  [kmε]  [kεm]  [gato] ‘gâteau’  

[naply]  [nypla]  [vply]  [vypl]  [bib] ‘biberon’  

[tulε] [telu]  [fεdo]  [dofε]  [lapε] ‘lapin’  

[kε ]  [kε o]  [dt]  [dt]  [pupe] ‘poupée’ 

[dla]  [dal]  [dytu] [duty] [bal] ‘ballon’  

[kwasa]  [sakwa]  [lidn]  [lodin]  [vwaty] ‘voiture’  

[sepu]  [pesu]  [papu] [pupa] [kana] ‘canard’  

[vdi]  [divœ]  [fofε]  [fεf] [osy] ‘chaussure’  

[akl]  [kal]  [yn]  [yn] [apεl] ‘appelle’  

[mεty] [tεmy]  [pla]  [pal]  [apo] ‘chapeau’  

[vafε]  [vεfa]  [sle]   [lse] [wazo] ‘oiseau’  

Table 1. Lists of experimental stimuli. High-frequency n-grams from Experiment 1 have a frequency range 

within the top 0.5% of n-grams ranked by frequency, whereas those of Experiment 2 are between the top 0.5% 

and 1%. Low frequency n-grams are in the lowest 16% frequency range, corresponding to a mean number of 

occurrences of 1 in the corpus (the frequencies of n-grams show a decrease following a power law). 
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